Eaton offers power distribution solutions that are specifically designed to manage power in today's technology-intensive office. These units feature a small form factor and a lightweight chassis that is easy to mount. The high outlet density and a variety of plug/receptacle configurations make it easy to find a configuration that meets your needs. All ePDUs come with hardware to allow mounting above or below the worksurface as well as within furniture cores, technology dockers or in cable raceways and troughs.

Lengths include: 17", 24", 48", 60", 72" and input plug options are 5-15P, 5-20P and L5-20P.

**Eaton ePDUs for Office Environments**

Cost effective single-phase power distribution solutions up to 30 amps.

**Features & Benefits**

- High outlet density up to 30 outlets
- Mounting hardware included for under worksurface or keyhole mounting
- Single-phase 15A to 30A, 120-volt configurations
- Cord length: 15 feet

Model # ePDZ82 shown here.
Bracket (EPDUFBK) with frame lock screw is used for mounting power vertically (shown here on Eaton’s TechBench). ePDU model # ePDZ72 shown here.

20-amp PDUs come with a standard locking adapter to convert L5-20P to 5-20P.

Three-year warranty
Register your Eaton ePDU and receive a three-year extended warranty.

To contact an Eaton salesperson or local distributor, please visit www.Eaton.com/wrightline or call 800-225-7348